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Introduction 

Candidate gene approaches have been widely used for identification and characterization of 

Mendelian and quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in the past decade, because of their simplicity 

and convenience. The large volume of reports from candidate gene studies, however, does 

not provide an indication of the reliability of the results. Rather, results tend to be 

inconsistent across individual studies; this is a source of confusion, as one would like to 

arrive at an overall conclusion regarding whether or not a genetic association is genuine. This 

situation suggests potential usefulness of meta-analyses, which typically involves pooling 

effect-size estimates or combining P values from multiple studies to arrive at an overall 

conclusion (Normand (1999)). Current methods for meta-analysis of candidate genes, 

however, assume that the effect size across multiple studies is normally distributed, which 

may be subject to criticism. For instance, in evaluating the association of the platelet PIA 

ploymorphism of glycoprotein in IIIa and risk of coronary heart disease, Burr et al. (2003) 

showed that the distribution of effect size of this gene among individual studies obviously 

diviated from a norm distribution. In reality, population stratification and admixture are 

common, leading to a multi-modal distribution of the data (Clayton (2001)).  

In the present paper, a non-parametric meta-analysis approach for candidate gene studies is 

proposed, which replaces the normality assumption for candidate gene effects with a more 

general, discrete, “nonparametric prior”, the Dirichlet process prior. Features of this 

approach are illustrated using simulated data, and the results are compared to those obtained 

from a parametric model.   

Statistical methods 

Consider N independent studies investigating the effect of a candidate gene on a quantitative 

trait. Let iy  be a point estimate of the effect size of the candidate gene (e.g., additive effect 

or dominance effect, measured as a linear function of genotypic values). Then, 'iy s  can be 

modeled as follows: 

 ( )2 2ˆ ˆ| , ~ ,
i i i i i
y u N uσ σ , for 1,...,i N=      (1) 

where 
2ˆ
iσ  is assumed to be known and equal to the variance of the estimated effects in the i-

th study (assumed to be the true variance). Further, iu  can be decomposed as i iu gµ= + , 
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where µ  is the “central” effect of a candidate gene and ig  represents a random study-

specific deviation from the “central” effect in the i-th study. In matrix form, model (1) 

becomes:  

 ( )( )2ˆ| , ~ , iN Diagµ µ σ+y g 1 g      (2) 

where ( )1 ... 'Ny y=y and ( )1 ... 'ng g=g .  

In a parametric model, a normal assumption is typically made such that ( )2~ 0,
i g

g N σ . In 

reality, however, candidate gene effect sizes from multiple studies may depart from such a 

homogeneous normal distribution. Thus, we replace the normal assumption with ~
iid

ig G , 

i∀ , where G is some general distribution, ~G π , and π  is a “nonparametric prior”. A 

choice for π  is the Dirichlet process (DP) priors (Ferguson (1973), (1974)), that is, 

( )0~G DP Gα . Here, 0G  is a “baseline” parametric distribution function, also referred to 

as the “center” of the Dirichlet process prior, and α  is interpreted as a precision parameter, 

indicating the degree of concentration of the prior on G around the parametric family 

( ){ }0
;G θ θ ∈Θ . In particular, we assume ( ) ( )2 2

0 | 0,g i gG N gσ σ≡ , where 
2

gσ  is the 

variance of the baseline distribution 0G . 

Following Escobar and West (1998), the posterior distribution of ig  given everything else 

(and an arbitrary value of α ) is: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2

0 ' '

'

ˆ ˆ| ,
N

i i i i i

i i

p g else q N g v q gδ
≠

∝ +∑     (3) 

where ( ) ( )
1

2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ
i i g i ig yσ σ σ µ

−− − −= + − , ( ) 1
2 2 2ˆ ˆ
i i gv σ σ

−− −= + , ( )2' ' ' '
ˆ| ,i i i iq N y gµ σ∝ + , 

and ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2

0
ˆ ˆ| , | 0, ,

i i i i g i i g
q N y g N g dg Nα µ σ σ α µ σ σ∝ + = +∫ . The fully conditional 

posterior distribution of ig  is a mixture of N-1 degenerate distributions ( )'igδ  with point 

mass at 'ig  ( 'i i≠ ) and of the parametric conditional distribution ( )2ˆ ˆ,i iN g v  under 

baseline distribution assumptions. Thus, the distribution of ig  has point masses located at 

previous draws 'ig  ( 'i i≠ ), which in turn leads to a discrete distribution of G (and of g). 

This induces a clustering property with an aggregated structure of the effect size of a 

candidate gene over studies. In the Bayesian context, the marginal posterior distribution of 

the number of clusters can be constructed, e.g., by directly counting the number of distinct 

values of 'ig s . The group effects are sampled following Bush and MacEachern (1996). 



Given a normal prior distribution, the conditional posterior distribution of µ  in the non-

parametric model is a normal distribution as well. The conditional posterior distribution of 
2

gσ  is scaled inverse chi-square, if a conjugate scaled inverse chi-square prior distribution is 

assumed. Finally, given a Gamma prior distribution, α  can be sampled from a mixture of 

two Gamma distributions (West (1992)).   

Simulation studies  

Five simulation studies were conducted, each consisting of 30 replicates of individual studies. 

Two scenarios were considered. In the first simulation (S1), the quantitative trait was 

affected by one QTL and a set of polygenes. In the other four simulation studies (S2a, S2b, 

S2c, and S2d), the quantitative trait was genetically determined by two unlinked QTL, one 

additive and one dominant, and by a set of polygenes. The candidate gene is a functional 

mutation of the first QTL affecting the quantitative trait. Allele frequencies of the first QTL 

were similar over populations (approximately 0.4 for allele a) but that of the second QTL 

varied between populations in S2a-S2d. The quantitative trait was simulated as the sum of 

the effects from the QTL, polygenic effects and residuals. Meta analysis was conducted for 

additive and dominance effects, respectively. Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling consisted 

of 200,000 iterations with a burn-in of 2,000 iterations and thinning every tenth iteration.  

Table 1  Posterior summaries of additive effects of the candidate gene obtained from 

parametric and non-parametric models in simulations S1, S2a and S2d 

Simulation  Mean Median SD 95%HPD Mean Median SD 95%HPD 

        --- Parametric model ---            --- Non-parametric model --- 

S1 µ  0.81 0.81 0.09 0.643-0.980 0.81 0.81 0.07 0.681-0.953 

 
2

gσ  0.09 0.09 0.03 0.048-0.165 0.69 0.63 0.28 0.294-1.251 

S2a µ  0.54 0.54 0.07 0.396-0.686 0.57 0.57 0.06 0.452-0.680 

 
2

gσ  0.08 0.08 0.03 0.039-0.134 0.73 0.66 0.31 0.293-1.331 

S2b µ  0.63 0.63 0.06 0.510-0.752 0.63 0.63 0.06 0.522-0.732 

 
2

gσ  0.05 0.05 0.02 0.028-0.093 0.73 0.67 0.31 0.294-1.334 

S2c µ  0.58 0.58 0.06 0.457-0.696 0.57 0.57 0.05 0.466-0.673 

 
2

gσ  0.05 0.05 0.02 0.027-0.087 0.74 0.67 0.31 0.300-1.349 

S2d µ  0.61 0.61 0.07 0.481-0.743 0.61 0.61 0.06 0.500-0.718 

 
2

gσ  0.06 0.06 0.02 0.034-0.113 0.71 0.65 0.30 0.286-1.297 

Estimated candidate gene effects had large variation between single studies, and some 

deviated markedly from the true effect. For example, 5 to 10 studies falsely claimed a true 

candidate gene effect to be non-existent (P>0.05). These results suggest that that individual 



candidate gene studies may have a high chance of producing false positive or false negative 

results. Estimation bias can result from many factors including linkage and assortative 

mating, and from population stratification and admixture. Genetic sampling of the QTL and 

of polygenic gene effects could also be an influential factor when sample size is small.  

In meta analyses, the posterior mean of the “central” effect was estimated similarly by the 

parametric and non-parametric models, but the standard deviation was smaller with the non-

parametric model (Table 1). A large discrepancy was observed in the posterior mean 

(standard deviation) of 
2

gσ  between the two types of models, with estimates from the non-

parametric model being much larger (Table 1). This may be due to the small value of α , 

whose posterior mean ranged from 0.705 to 1.026 and from 0.739 to 0.139 for additive and 

dominance effects, respectively. It also implies that the normality assumption understates 
2

gσ . Theoretically, as α  increases, the distribution of 
2

gσ  in the non-parametric model 

would approach normality, and the estimates from both models should become similar. Thus, 

the DP model could better capture variation of candidate gene effects (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1: Histograms and density plots of additive effects and of cluster values in 

simulation S2C: left - additive effects of candidate gene from 30 studies; middle – initial 

cluster values; right - cluster values from a cycle of MCMC sampling. 
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